
The lid to peel, seal and re-use 
for an all-round mono-material 
solution. 
When designing dairy packaging that is resealable, extends shelf 
life and has a positive impact on our environment, we say ‘it takes 
two to tango’. We believe as much attention should be paid to the 
lid as is to the cup – to always keep yoghurt fresh and flavourful. 
At SwissPrimePack, we are committed to providing our customers 
with the benefit of fully recyclable, sustainable packaging.
 
SWPP has developed a two-in-one sealing lid that is designed to provide 
the perfect re-closable functionality to its corresponding packaging. 
This unique solution also replaces the use of non-resealable aluminium 
whilst consisting of 40% less plastic compared to other alternatives. The 
ONE SEAL LID is applicable to any type of packaging that is direct-
printed, sleeved, or designed as a carboard-plastic-combination. 
The overall packaging solution is cost-efficient and fully 
recyclable when sourced from mono-material. Both lid and 
cup are available either in PP, PET, or in their bio-circular ISCC 
certified versions.

Most impressive is that this “snap-in” lid seals so tightly after 
being opened for the first time that it can be reused until the 
cup is empty and disposed of together. Smart and convenient. 

Discover more about our latest innovation.

ONE-SEAL-LID 
The lightweight, smart and fully recyclable solution. 

Closure Systems
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Air-tight sealability 

for maximum oxygen 

and aroma barrier

Optimized recycling

by modern marking

technologies

Stackable 

for cost-efficient 

logistics & handling

Low tooling costs and 

no investments on 

filling lines necessaryFully recyclable as 

mono-material solution: 

cup & lid

Consumer-friendly: 

simple opening & closing 

mechanism

Reclosability for 

multiple use and less 

food waste

Replacement of aluminum foil 

and plastic snap-on lid for a 

reduced CO2 footprint

High-quality decoration 

such as full bleed printing for 

large-format advertising

Resource-efficient: 

full packaging up to 40% lighter 

than other duo alternatives

Technical Information

95mm diameter (standard/normed size)

sealable, peelable

sterilisable, pasteurisable

available in rPET / PET, rPP / PP or compostable material

available in transparent, unicolour or decorated

optional barrier layer for more shelf life

available in variety of formats & geometries

applicable by simple heat sealing technology

end-to-end solution of lid & cup for precise compatibility 

ONE-SEAL-LID 
The lightweight, smart and fully recyclable solution. 

Closure Systems

Our Strengths

+ modern production facilities 

+ expertise in plastics and alternative materials

+ in-house tool and mould construction

+ creative and innovative tool design

+ cost-efficient, as from small quantities 

+ sustainable creating by Eco Design


